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Cyber security & basic 
administration field manual 
Future Factory – ZZPP0920 

 

 

 

This manual is meant for introducing students into basics of server-side cyber 

security. This is not a comprehensive or a complete guide but rather few tips 

and tricks how to get into securing your server. This guide does not follow the 

most secure industry standards but rather the bare minimum and “Nice to 

have” topics. 

 

If you are interested in building the most secure server possible, I would 

suggest you to look into Zero-trust architecture.  
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Updates 
 

It's generally recommended to run apt-get update before running apt-get upgrade. 

 

The apt-get update command updates the package list from the repositories, which 

ensures that your system has the latest information about available packages and 

versions. 

 

The apt-get upgrade command upgrades installed packages to their latest available 

versions based on the updated package list obtained by apt-get update. 

 

Running apt-get update first ensures that the latest package information is available, 

which helps to prevent issues and conflicts during the upgrade process. 

 

 

 

Press Y to continue. 

 

Remember to make sure that the date and time in your server is also correct. 

Otherwise logs and events are not accurate. 
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Which software to use for connecting? 
 

Gang De Farine in general used MobaXTerm free portable version. The reason for this is 

mostly because it has very user-friendly interface and it makes the process much more 

enjoyable. 

 

 

Key points: 

- Easy to download or upload anything. 

- It’s fast to swap between server windows. 

- It looks nice. 

- MobaXTerm shows you the filesystem on left. 

- Has split screen if you want to use it. 

 

You can configure MobaXTerm to use your desired username, password or ssh key so 

all you need to do is just press your saved IP address once and you’re in. 
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SSH – Port 22 
 

Disable password login through SSH and only allow private key authentication. 

 

 

Look for the line that says PasswordAuthentication and change the value to no: 

 

Warning: You will need to enable password authentication for a moment when you 

create a new ssh file and send the ssh public key to your backup server. Once the key 

has been sent you can disable password authentication again. 

 

For setting up taking backups from database and sending them off to another server, 

which we will discuss later, let’s also make sure these configurations match: 

 

 

 

 

The reason you should disable password authentication is because once your server 

has a public IP address it will immediately get attacked by constant stream of bots. 

You are able to follow it by typing the following command: 

Sudo tail -f /var/log/auth.log 
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With the same tail command you’ll be able to follow other logs too in case you have 

services running in public. 

Ideal way of distributing SSH keys within your team is that each member has their 

own username and key pair associated to it and on top of that during the login 

process they are required to type a password for their key to work. While this is 

ideal, depending on individual team skill levels it may cause unnecessary 

administration work.  

The reason behind this is that if you have one key and it leaks then the attacker 

basically owns the server after that but then again, this is a 5 member IT student 

group, not a strictly controlled development environment. 

You may also distribute the copies of the SSH key without setting passwords 

provided by CSC Pouta for speeding things up. This is not the correct way but it’ll 

work.  

 

Tip 1: Remember to ask your customer what kind of user management and 

security settings he wants for the end product! 

 

Tip 2: In case everything is fine, you may still want to change fresh SSH keys 

for the customer regardless. Otherwise, you are delivering a product that is 

already upside down when it comes to credential security      
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Fail2Ban 
 

Fail2ban is a software that helps protect servers from brute-force attacks and other 

types of malicious traffic by monitoring logs and automatically blocking IP addresses 

that show suspicious activity. It works by analyzing log files.  

 

 

Once Fail2ban is installed, you can configure it by editing its configuration file located 

at /etc/fail2ban/jail.conf or /etc/fail2ban/jail.local. The jail.local file takes precedence 

over jail.conf, so it's recommended to use jail.local for your customizations. 

 

Here's a basic configuration example for Fail2ban: 

First, create a backup copy of the original jail.local configuration file: 

 

Edit the jail.local configuration file and add the following lines to the end: 

 

This configuration will monitor the SSH logs and ban IP addresses that fail to 

authenticate more than 5 times within 10 minutes (600 seconds). 

Restart Fail2Ban by typing: 

 

To remove a banned IP address from a fail2ban jail: 

sudo fail2ban-client set <jail-name> unbanip <IP-address> 
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Whowatch 
 

Highly recommended, very useful tool. 

Whowatch is a command-line utility for monitoring and displaying the processes 

running on a Linux system in real-time. It displays the list of users logged in, the 

processes they are running, and the system resources being used by each process. 

 

 

Once the installation is complete, you can run whowatch by typing whowatch in a 

terminal window. The utility will display a list of logged-in users, the processes they 

are running.  

 

Whowatch is very useful for detecting weird user activity or reverse shells in case 

something is going on. You will be also able to follow what each user in your server is 

doing and how did they end up doing it. 

 

Example: 

There are 4 users logged into the test server and each of them are using Ubuntu as 

their user. 
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By pressing enter on one of the Ubuntus, you will be able to see which path they 

have chosen to follow. 

 

It appears out developer is working on database. 

 

Meanwhile somebody else is working on Tuix. 

 

 

If penetration testing and lateral movement is familiar concept to you, it will become 

seemingly clear how easy it is to catch unwanted shells or impersonation with this 

tool. 
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Btop 
 

Btop is a terminal-based monitoring tool that allows you to monitor the system's 

resources such as CPU, memory, and disk usage in real-time. It is a popular 

alternative to the traditional 'top' command, providing a more user-friendly and 

interactive interface. 
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Setting up postgre database backup on 

remote server 
 

Setting up a secure backup can be a real can of worms on larger environments with 

multiple privileged users but in our case we are doing it as simple manner as 

possible. You need to launch additional server, install and configure everything above 

where the customer wants his backups and logs to be sent. 

 

Both servers need to have SSH settings mentioned earlier in order for this to work. 

You will also have to open password authentication unless you download the public 

key to your local computer and then upload to your backup server which also works. 

If that is the case, you can keep the password login disabled. 

 

Create a new key pair 

 

This will create a public and private key pair in the default location ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub 

and ~/.ssh/id_rsa. 

 

Copy the contents of your public key (id_rsa.pub) to the authorized_keys file of your 

user account on the server. You can use the following command to copy the key: 

 

Replace username with your actual username and server_ip_address with the IP 

address of your server. 

To test the connection: 
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Troubleshooting: 
 

If you are not able to get it to work one way is to simply drop the SSH key into your 

home folder and try to connect by typing the following command: 
 

 

Where farinemill is our private key into backup server, ubuntu is backup servers 

default user and the IP mentioned is the server where we want to connect. 

 

If it still does not work try commenting out the GSSAPI related options in sshd_config 

file. 

 

 

Also, make sure the UsePAM line is set to yes: 

 

 

In order to updates to take effect you need to restart the service by typing: systemctl 

restart sshd 

 

If your owner permissions are not set to read, write, and execute (drwx------), use the 

chmod to change them: chmod 0700 /home/ubuntu 

 

Go to the .ssh and recheck permissions by typing ls -ld. 
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This directory should also have read, write, and execute permissions for the file 

owner. To enforce them, use chmod again: chmod 0700 /home/ubuntu/.ssh 

 

The .ssh folder contains the authorized_keys file. Check its permissions with: ls -ld 

authorized_keys 

The file owner should have read and write permissions. To set them, use: chmod 

0600 /home/ubuntu/.ssh/authorized_keys 

 

Setting up backup & transfer: 
 

Now that we have working SSH from server to server, let’s create a new script file by 

typing: nano backup.sh 

Once we have created the script type the following inside: 

#!/bin/bash 

export PGPASSWORD=<Your db user password> 

pg_dump -h 127.0.0.1 -U <db username> <db name> | ssh -i 

/home/ubuntu/farinemill ubuntu@128.214.255.93 "cat > 

/home/ubuntu/backup/$(date +%Y-%m-%d).tar.gz" 

unset PGPASSWORD 

 

The next line export PGPASSWORD=<Your db user password> sets an environment 

variable called PGPASSWORD with the value being the password for the database 

user. 

The pg_dump command is used to create a backup of a PostgreSQL database. It takes 

several arguments such as the host name (-h), username (-U), and the name of the 

database to be backed up. 

The output of the pg_dump command is piped (|) to the ssh command, which 

securely transfers the backup data over the network to another server with IP 

address 128.214.255.93. 
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The ssh command uses the cat command to write the output to a file in the remote 

machine's directory /home/ubuntu/backup/ with a filename that includes the 

current date, formatted as YYYY-MM-DD, followed by the file extension .tar.gz. 

Finally, the unset PGPASSWORD command is used to unset the PGPASSWORD 

environment variable, ensuring that the password is not accidentally leaked or 

misused elsewhere. 

 

 

 

Now that we have working backup, let’s automate it. We are going to use crontab for 

this job. 

Users can create and edit their own crontab files using the "crontab" command. The 

crontab file consists of lines that define the commands or scripts to be executed, 

along with the schedule for when they should run. Each line specifies the minute, 

hour, day of the month, month, and day of the week on which the command or 

script should be run. 

Crontab is commonly used for tasks such as backups, system maintenance, and 

scheduled scripts. It can also be used to run periodic commands or scripts that 

perform automated tasks or generate reports. The scheduling flexibility of crontab 

makes it a useful tool for automating many routine system administration tasks. 

 

Switch to root and type: crontab -e 

Inside your crontab type the following schedule:  

 

This creates a schedule where each day the server sends a full backup into the 

backup server at midnight.  
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We have a fully working backup now and we know how to schedule events. We can 

send the logs into the backup and logging server the same way by using crontab. 

Although this is great, at some point our backup server is going to get clogged from 

constant logs and database backups so we need to do something about that. After 

all, full server is unable to receive any further logs or database backups. 

fire up a root crontab in your backup server and type the following: 

 

This will check your backup folder each midnight and deletes any backup that are 

older than 30 days (You may want to inform your client about this).  This way the 

server always has space for new backups but at the same time has entire months’ 

worth of dumps. 
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Comprehensive security audit 
 

For this course we are going to use LinPEAS script. 

LinPEAS is a script designed to automate privilege escalation and system 

enumeration on Linux systems. It does not contain any new vulnerabilities itself, but 

rather it attempts to discover and exploit known vulnerabilities and 

misconfigurations in order to escalate privileges on the system. 

LinPEAS will scan the system and analyze various system files, directories, and 

services to identify any potential vulnerabilities. It will then attempt to exploit these 

vulnerabilities in order to gain additional privileges on the system. Additionally, it will 

search for sensitive information such as passwords, SSH keys, and other credentials 

that may have been left exposed on the system. 

LinPEAS is a very useful tool for auditing Linux systems and identifying potential 

security issues. However, it should only be used on systems where you have 

permission to run such tests, as using it on systems without proper authorization can 

be illegal and may result in serious consequences. 

It is generally not recommended to run LinPEAS as the root user because LinPEAS is 

designed to identify and exploit potential vulnerabilities in the system. If LinPEAS is 

run as the root user, it will have full access to the system and could potentially cause 

damage or disruption to the system. 

Running LinPEAS as a non-root user is generally safer because it will only have limited 

access to the system and will be unable to perform any actions that require elevated 

privileges. This can help to reduce the risk of unintended consequences, such as 

accidentally modifying or deleting important system files. 

Additionally, running LinPEAS as a non-root user can help to ensure that the results 

of the scan are accurate and relevant to the specific user's permissions and 

privileges. If LinPEAS is run as the root user, it may identify potential vulnerabilities 

that are not relevant to a regular user's permissions or may not be exploitable 

without root access. 

Overall, it is recommended to run LinPEAS as a non-root user whenever possible to 

minimize the risk of unintended consequences and ensure accurate and relevant 

results. 
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You can run LinPEAS by typing the following command:  

curl -L https://github.com/carlospolop/PEASS-

ng/releases/latest/download/linpeas.sh | sh 

Alternatively, you could save it to a script file by typing nano linpeas.sh and typing 

inside the command above. 

 

LinPEAS also contains exploit suggester along with full system audit which might be 

useful information.
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Lastly, for advanced administrators I would suggest getting into Snort. 

 

Snort is a popular open-source Intrusion Detection System (IDS) that is used to 

monitor and analyze network traffic in real-time. Snort can be used to detect and 

prevent a wide variety of network-based attacks, including malware infections, 

Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, and intrusion attempts. 

 

Snort can be configured to send email notifications when it detects a security event 

that matches a specific rule. This can be a useful feature for network administrators 

who need to be notified of potential security threats as soon as possible. 

 

On top of everything, snort can also be configured to alert you inside your console 

every time your chosen event occurs. It is a complex tool to configure but at the 

same time, it is one of the more powerful tools out there.  
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Good Luck out there ! 

Guide written by: Aarne Salmi – AB8596 

ZZPP0920-IT 2023 T-03 Gang De Farine 


